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Communist attacks close in on Saigon
BULLETIN
Two U.S. Marine* gaardlng Ike
entrance io Ike U.S. defense attache's
•IHcc ii Taa Soa Nhut air baae were
killed before dawn today la a keavy
tkelllag attack, according to
moaitored commaalcatloaa over Ike
older, radio
Several Viet Cong rockets itrack la
Ike big compound tkal koaiea Ike
defense attache's office, reports aaid.
SAIGON (API • Communist-led
forces rejected a proposal lor an
immediate ceasefire yesterday and
tightened the vise on Saigon
High military sources said the Viet
Cong and North Vietnamese appeared
willing to settle lor nothing short of

military surrender
By yesterday evening, salvos from
heavy Russian-made 130mm guns were
leveling Bien Hoa. a city IS miles
northeast of Saigon, once South
Vietnam's main air operations base
Bien Hoa's half-million people fled
down a six-lane highway toward
Saigon
An air attack ol uncertain origin on
Tan Son Nhut airport on the edge of
Saigon just before sundown touched oil
panic and terror in the capital as
people scrambled into doorways and
other shelters.
It forced a halt in the U.S. evacuation
of Americans and Vietnamese, but
Washington officials later said it had
been resumed

"NOW SAIGON is open from the
north, south, east and west.'' said a
senior official
Small bands ol sappers also attacked
the U S -built Newport bridge
complex, which includes shipping
facilities and warehouses, about three
miles from Saigon along the route lo
Bien Hoa
Gen Duong Van Mmh was installed
as president in a move some felt might
bring an end to the fighting and peace
talks with the communist side
But Viet Cong representatives
turned a cold shoulder to Minh's
inaugural call for a cease-fire and
instead demanded abolishment of the
Saigon administration and its army
The Viet Cong statement also
repeated demands for an end to is

intervention
The outlook was lor a military
showdown that many believed would
see Saigon falling in a matter of days
U.S. officials were quoted as saying
disgruntled South Vietnamese pilots
dropped the bombs on Tan Son Nhul.
but a South Vietnamese military
source said it was done by the
communist side with four A37 fighter
bombers captured from South Vietnam
at Da Nang
THE SOUTH Vietnamese source
said 11 parked aircraft were destroyed
at Tan Son Nhut. including three KS jet
fighters and seven gunships
Other reports said the base
operations center had been hit.
starting a fire that was quickly brought

Committee proposes
increased fee ceiling
By Rose Hame
SUff Reporter
The Advisory Committee on the
University Educational Budget
yesterday recommended a maximum
increase of $17 per quarter in
instructional fees for next year
The recommended increase is
contingent upon the state legislature
lifting the ceiling on both the
instructional and general fees House
Bill SSS. the pending budget package,
would lift both ceilings
The fee increases must be approved
by the University's Board of Trustees
after they are reviewed by University
President Hollis A Moore Jr
The committee asked that a group be
established to investigate possibilities
of levying special fees for courses with
high equipment and operating costs
Dr
Michael H
Ferrari, vice
president of resource planning and
committee chairman, said
the
educational budget committee could
convene during the summer to
consider recommending special fees
The Board of Trustees would have to
approve special fees before they could
be levied
THE
COMMITTEE
also
recommended that the University pay
80 per cent of the insurance packageI346.400--for contract personnel It had
previously suggested the University
pay the total insurance premium
$433,000
Under the recommended plan, only
20 per cent of the insurance premium
would be deducted from contract
salaries The total insurance premium
is presently deducted from contract
salaries
The recommended split of insurance

coats would increase contract salaries
about 2 per cent The committee also
recommended a 10 per cent increase in
the salary and retirement pool for next
year
The committee voted that 1226.000 be
allocated for academic area
departmental budgets in addition to the
$42,300 increase passed last week A
total departmental budget increase of
1311,000 was sought
THE COMMITTEE also allotted
150.000 for potential rate increases at
the J. Preston Levis Regional Computer Center along with $60,000 for
business, personnel and plant
operations
The insurance split, departmental
budget recommendation, computer
rate increase and operations allocation
passed yesterday all are contingent
upon about $700,000 expected to be
generated from increased instructional
fees and possible special fees
A classified staff insurance increase
passed last week is also dependent on
this expected income
In other action on the education
budget, the committee passed a
recommendation setting both a floor
and ceiling on salary increases due to
cost of living
A minimum of $800 and maximum of
$1,600 may be added to salaries as a
cost of living increment About eight
per cent of the 10.8 per cent salary
increment will be distributed as cost of
living raises
The committee
recommended the remainder of the
pool be used for merit increases
THE COMMITTEE also voted that
the salary increases apply only to
continuing faculty, thus preventing
departments from receiving an
increase for personnel who are retiring
or resigning

under control
Kim Ki Won. a South Korean
diplomat who saw the bombing from
the airport, said after his evacuation to
Bangkok, Thailand that some of the
bombs landed about 200 yards from
where American CMIa were waiting to
take on evacuees
"I could see the first plane was an
A37 painted white or gray, coming
straight at me." he said "When the
bomb went, I shouted bombing' and
flung myself down by the wall The
explosion hit about 100 to 150 yards
from us and shook the whole building
"Women were screaming and sirens
went off They scrambled a couple of
FSs 1 looked up and saw the bomb had
hit an aircraft storage area, and a big
cloud of black smoke was going up "

About the time of the airport attack.
people in Saigon beard several
explosions, then the crackle of antiaircraft and small arms fire. The
gunfire was believed set off by panicky
guards at the presidential palace, who
fired at a South Vietnamese 0130
transport that strayed over the area
NERVOUS POLICE and military
men in other parts of the city began
tiring into the air. and anti-aircraft
weapons were quickly wheeled Into
position.
A 24-hour curlew was clamped on
Saigon after the bombing, but a few
hours later, it was announced it would
be lifted later today with the
restriction going back to the usual I
P m to6am

Safety panel discusses
buying security cameras
By Lorraine Jameson
stall Reporter

A member of the Alpha Xi Delta sorority bike team speeds
around a curve of the Union Oval Eventually her sorority won
first place honors. Delta Upsilon sponsored the annual event
last Saturday. (Newsphoto by Dan Feicht)

A spirited discussion highlighted
Friday's Campus Safety Advisory
Panel meeting after University
Treasurer Paul R Nusser spoke to
panel members and visitors about the
possibility of installing
security
cameras at the University Bursar's
Office
"1 have been concerned for many
years with the security of our cash as it
flows through the University." Nusser
said Robberies at the bursar's offices
at Ohio State University and Wright
State University heightened this
concern, he said.
According to Nusser. almost all
banks have some tvpe of camera
system, and the Bursar's Office often
has as much ready cash as some
branch banks
The University receives and expends
over $50 million a year, he said.
The Bursar's Office does have an
alarm system, but Nusser said he did
not consider it adequate because it
must be set off manually by someone
Inside the Bursar's Office.
University money is insured. Nusser
said, but the insurance companies do
not feel University security is
adequate As a result, the University
pays high premiums for insurance, he
said.
"There is a danger lo employes both
physically and mentally in a robbery
attempt," Nusser said
Nusser said the proposal to install
cameras at the Bursar's Office is only
in the planning stages, and he has just
begun to Inquire about equipment.
HE SAID he hoped the initial system
would consist of a closed circuit television with videotaping capabilities.
He also said he hopes the initial

system would place three camerastwo at the window and one inside at
the Bursar's Office
Nusser said he eventually would like
to see cameras at the Union and the
University Bookstore
Money would be the main problem In
setting up a camera system, be said.
Nusser said he did not think students
would feel that a camera system Is a
violation of their personal rights. The
University had a closed circuit
television outside the Bursar's Office
when it was located in University Hall,
and he did not think students objected.
Reactions to the proposal varied
Norman Heineman. senior (AliS) and
panel member, said he was
"adamantly opposed" to the Idea. He
questioned whether or not such a
system should be put into operation
when there has not been a robbery yet.
HEINEMAN SAID he thinks Ike
expense is not justified, and the
attitude that "banks do It. we should do
It" Is fallacious.
Dr. Thomas 1) Klein, assistant
professor of English and a panel
member, said he thinks there probably
is enough money at the Bursar's office
to attract a potential criminal.
Dr. Klein said there is an obligation
to protect University property and
funds
Timothy S McGee. junior tB.A.I.
and Student Government Association
senator asked whether a representative from the Stop Rape Alliance
could speak at one ol the panel's
meetings
McGee had questioned whether the
News published rape reports made lo
Campus Safety.
A News reporter told McGee that
News staffers do not withhold reports
of rapes made to Campus Safety from
publication

Five groups succeed in fund appeals
By Rose Hame
Stall Reporter
The Advisory Committee on the University Educational Budget has recommended that five of the six groups that
appealed their general fee allocations
be funded at levels above the general
fee committee's recommendations
The education budget committee
voted Sunday that any group funded
exclusively by the general fee receive
funds (or next year that are at least
equal to what they were allocated for
this year
They recommended that the Black
African Peoples Association iBAPAl
receive $700: La Union de Estudiantes
Latinos $3,000. Black Student Union
iBSUi. $6,000. and Black Board of
Cultural Affairs i BBCA i. $9,500
THE COMMITTEE also recommended $1,000 for the Human Rights
Alliance (HRA). if the general fee
remains $50 and $1,500 if the fee is
raised to $56 The tied vote on the HRA
allocation was broken when Dr
Michael R. Ferrari, vice president of
resource planning and committee
chairman, voted to fund the group.
However, representatives of the
HRA were told that their budget would
be carefully scrutinized next year lo
see if funding should continue
The only group that made an appeal
and was not recommended an increase
was the Graduate Student Senate
IGSS). A proposal to recommend an
additional $5,000 for GSS was defeated
The education budget committee
also recommended the World Student
Association receive $700 less than the
Advisory Committee on the General
Fee Allocations IACGFA) recommended. ACGFA has told BAPA to
merge with WSA and granted WSA $195

above its request to absorb BAPA's
operating costs
BUT THE education budget
committee voted that no group seeking
general fee money should be forced to
merge with another organization until
a study to determine which groups
overlap in their purposes and
programming is completed by the
office of the vice provost for student
affairs
ACGFA had made a similar recommendation to the provost, asking that
he initiate a study of how cultural
activities are coordinated.
The education budget committee
concluded that the additional monies it
allocated to the appellant groups were
available because ACGFA had
budgeted a $7,751 contingency at the
$50 level, and enrollment projections
have increased by 75 students for next
year. The Increased enrollment could
generate at least $11,000 more in
general fees even if the fee remains
ISO.
A contingency of at least $6,000 in
general fee monies at the $50 level
remained after the education budget
committee made it recommendations
The committee voted to allow
University President Hollis A. Moore
Jr. to use the contingency for adjusting
allocations.
The committee also recommended a
$56 general fee charge to Dr. Moore
The education budget committee's
deliberations followed four hours ol
hearings. ACGFA and each of the
appellant groups addressed the
committee
DR. RICHARD R. Eakin. vice
provost for student affairs, and Fred L.
Hoffman, senior lB.A.1 explained that
the committee invited organizations
that received general fee funding last
year to appear before the committee.

New applicants were obtained through
stories in the News explaining
eligibility
Dr Eakin said the committee had
$2 3 million to fund groups after
deducting $62,000 for contract salaries
and budgeting for buildings under
bonded indebtedness.
He said the committee included the
following eight recommendations in its
report:
-the provost initiate a study of the
coordination of cultural activities:
-the general fee be raised to a
maximum of $56:
-general fee funds cannot be used as
loans to other groups and cannot be
transferred to other budgets:
-instructional and graduate fee
waivers for student government
officers should not come out of the
general fee:
--requests to purchase office
machinery and library materials
should not be made to the general fee
committee:
-Dr. Moore should try to influence
the Mid-American Conference to
reduce grants-in-aid:
•the Ice Arena should investigate
skating lesson charges, and
-the Union should investigate its
tray busing expense and the possibility
of bringing in a franchise operation
STAN SWARTZ. GSS president,
opened the appeals by explaining that
GSS voluntarily cut its original budget
request from $46,000 to $27,000.
He added that ACGFA offered the
senate no explanation of why they cut
the GSS request. Swartz also said that
some senate members estimated that
the graduate students receive about 42
cents each back from the $50 they pay
in general fees.
Swartz added that the senate was

requesting money for programs to
serve all graduate students, not to
operate their organization. He told the
committee that GSS usurped an office
in the Union and has not been able lo
get space in the Student Services
Building
BSU AND BBCA presented a joint
appeal that questioned ACGFA's
power to call for their merger and
accused the committee ol being
biased
James Williamson, senior i A&S) and
special events chairman for BBCA.
told the committee that Dr Eakin
established BBCA as a unit separate
from BSU BBCA's main job was to
organize Black Culture Week, he
added
If minority organizations are to
merge, asked Williamson, "why not
merge UAO I Union Activities
Organization!. Cultural Boost. Student
Activities and SGA
(Student
Government Association)?"
He also said ACGFA assumed that
both BSU and BBCA had the same
goals since many of their programs
were similar However, he added that
BSU was political and BBCA was
cultural. He emphasized that a cultural
artist such as a poet could have a
political message in his works without
being a political figure.
Milton Wilkes. junior (A4S) and
legal adviser to BSU. said that while
BBCA planned one week of black
culture enlightenment. BSU offered
services all year.
Cutting or eliminating the BSU
budget would hurt the University
because it would eliminate a
psychological and social liaison
between the urban setting many black
students are from and the white rural
setting of the University. Wilkes said.

He asked what power ACGFA had to
negate the five years of work by
ordering BSU and BBCA to merge
Wilkes also accused Michael R
Wilcox, senior (B.A.l and lormer
student representative to the Board of
Trustees, of selecting persons with a
specific point of view (or ACGEA
BAPA REPRESENTATIVES Nil
Agree Sakey, junior (A&S). and
Chegge Kariuki. senior iB.A.), said
their organization was open to anyonenot just students from Africa.
They said the organization's aim was
to educate others about African
culture They added that they felt the
ACGFA allocation was "a slap in the
face" because nothing was sent to WSA
to tell them that part of their allocation
was to be reserved for BAPA
BAPA received this year's allocation
from a contingency fund.
Representatives of HRA said the
purpose of their organization was to
educate and help solve problems where
human rights have been infringed
upon
The three students said the group
this year had been funded by donations
from its members They said they have
been conducting out-reach discussions
in the dormitories and have shown
films about Indochina and Hiroshima
at the University.
THEY SAID HRA was organized
because other organizations dealt with
human rights issues sporadically. HRA
said they do not back any political
organization.
HRA representatives said they felt
they were not given the publicity they
deserved because they lacked financial
backing from the University.
La Union de Estudiantes Latinos said
they attempt to provide a positive

atmosphere in the community for
anyone of hispanic origin. Their representatives emphasized that many of
their members are US citizens.
They argued that since the number ol
hispanic students will almost double
next year, they needed more than the
recommended $1,500 to provide
services to all hispanic students.
The representatives reminded the
education budget committee that they
often have to go to sources outside the
community for their needs since few
hispanic experts are at the University.
They added that they try to
disseminate knowledge about their
cultural background to the community
and University in an attempt to breakdown ignorance and stereotypes:
They also accused ACGFA of
exemplifying some biases against
hispanic culture
The education budget committee
discussed the hearings until after
midnight Sunday and completed their
deliberations at an 8 a.m. meeting
yesterday

Weather
Mostly cleady today wltk a
chance of ikowrri malaly la the
foreaeea. High la Ike esMdtc u
lower Ms Partly estate naigbt
and tomorrow. Law tonight la the
tower Ms. High Usatrrm la the
apper Ms and lower Ma.
Probability •! arectnatattoa M per
ceai today and M par cent laaagat.
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snorting in tempo
housing complaints
need reevaluation
Discontented black students, unhappy with the lack of on-campus
housing for the black fraternities, are leveling undue criticism at the
University.
Dr. Richard R. Eakin. vice provost for student affairs, said last week
that building any new residence hall facilities to accommodate the
present housing demand by blacks would be a senseless move
Based on projected enrollment figures, the University will experience
a drop in undergraduate students from 13,600 in 1985 to 12.905 by 1990
Should the enrollment decline as expected, a significant number of
students needing and wanting on-campus housing also will decline.
Buildings constructed to house a once-larger student population will
probably remain full, while older dormitory facilities will be vacant
Examples of this type of housing over-expansion are painfully evident at
campuses such as Ohio University and Ohio State.
It is imperative that all students understand the building priority
dilemma Black students are not arbitrarily being denied housing
Obviously there is no place on campus to put the black fraternities at
present
Controlled planning is necessary at a University of this size to bring
benefits for all students.
Spending money foolishly for unnecessary housing would only
represent an untimely waste of funds

shift priorities

world food crisis
By Stewart P. I.achman
GaestColumalsl

The Food and Agricultural
Organization of the I mini Nations has
indicated In its reports to the General
Assembly two facts not generally
known to the American public
The first is that nutrition experts
consider 1.200 calories per day per
Individual adult necessary fur healthy
survival The second is that the world
is producing,
per capita,
approximately 1.350 calories per day
What this indicates is that there is
enough food in the world to eliminate
starvation and malnutrition, at least
(or the present
The basic problem becomes one of
logistics and distribution, of how to
distribute massive amounts of food
from high yield areas to areas where
malnutrition is now the rule
THE DEVELOPMENT by the
I 'mini States of methods of rapid troop
and equipment movement by air
transport, as demonstrated in the
Indochina War and (he Middle East
airlift, was the result of research on
SST-type aircraft and o(her large
cargo carrying vehicles
This developmenl indicates that the
capability exists to ship massive
amounts of grain and other food
staples rapidly and relatively cheaply
from producer nations to nations that
are presently unable to feed their own
people
At the World Food Conference in
November. 1974. both Henry Kissinger
and Earl Butz. the U S Secretaries o!
State and Agriculture, expressed their
dismay at the famine and starvation
spreading across much of the world
They promised U.8 aid and assistance
Ultimately this meant $345 million in
grain deliveries to starving nations
while economists at the same
conference were estimating that $3
billion to 15 billion would be required
over the 1974-75 winter -alone to
eliminate the threat of imminent
starvation
The generosity of the United Slates
was entirely verbal North America is
the world s most fertile grain
producing area, statistically producing
just over half of the world s yearlv
supply
FURTHER. THE 1345 million was in
trade credits, the grain would have to
be purchased from U.S. agribusiness
corporations This would mean less of
a surplus in the United States and
would effectively raise domestic grain
prices and increase profits
The seemingly generous offer made
by the U S was in reality profit
motivated and was. in any case, far too
small to be efficacious
Soybeans and alfalfa
used in
America primarily as animal fodder
contain high levels of protein that are
not recovered by the eating of the meat
that they feed
It has been shown that the disparity
between the amount of protein the
acres of grain necessary for fodder or
grazing, and the amount present in the
meat of the slaughtered animal is
nearly 70 per cent
It becomes clear that Americans
must alter habitual patterns of
production and consumption of meat
products or face the easy fact of the
starvation of others
THE U.S. GOVERNMENT has
developed the tactic of continually
lauding Itself for its unselfishness in
supplying aid to other nations.
Senate hearings have made public
the (act that priorities like the
Indochina War. which has coat US
taxpayers more than $8 billion since

the cease-fire two years ago. eat up
most ol America's foreign aid
Indochina was the recipient of 46 per
cent of all U.8 foreign aid in 1974 The
United States Department of
Agriculture reveals lhat Indochina
received fully 43 per cent of our
government's Food For Peace plan aid
in 1974
South Vietnam has again become I
grain exporting nation,
while
Vietnamese people starve The profits
are used to buy arms to bolster the
sagging Thieu regime This is yet
another sad case of mismanaged
priorities
There is enough food in the world at
present to sustain every individual in
It. at least at survival level, and it is
possible, utilizing modern technology
to deliver that food when and where
necessary
The United States, while mouthing
the rhetoric of co-operation and
playing the role of benefactor, is in
reality doing little to alleviate
starvation in the world though it has
the capability to do so
The U S government's unwillingness
to shift political and economic
priorities, and the American
consumers' unwillingness to change
patterns of consumption are the two
assurances that the world food crisis
will continue unchecked

EDITOR'S NOTE: This Is the secoad
of two consecutive columns by
Nicholas Von Hoffman on the subject
of the it* cocaine culture rooted In the
California entertainment world.
BEVERLY HILLS. Calif They say
that when Mr Cant-Use His Name,
one of the giants of the pop music
business, went on his last tour, one of
the members of his astonishing,
rocking,
rolling and
rollicking
entourage was paid $20,000 to do
nothing but the holding
He was given extra money, maybe
another $20,000. to score the cocaine,
but his main job was to take the fall in
case of a bust
The story is unverifiable. just as It is
impossible to document the degree of
penetration of the cocaine tempo into
show business, but music Is an industry
where people do become millionaires
in the space of three months, and when
vou make that kind of money that fast
you don't have lime to learn how to
spend it
One of the things you may not have
learned is the quiet way the old-time
jazz musicians snorted their coke
THE INTOXICATED quick rich of
music are wide open to getting hip to a
fashionable new drug without getting
wise to it.
They don't know the pattern of drug
fashions-everybody says of each new
one that it Isn't addictive, can't hurt
you and has none of the drawbacks of
last year's chemical, which turned out
to be such a bummer
"You don't have to stick anything in
your arm." says one man who's
watched it lake hold 'Coke's so clean
It goes up your nose and disappears,
and before vou know it you're

With regard lo the big controversy
over grade inflation. 1 would like to ask
a lew questions
What difference does it make if. in
the words of Provost Kenneth W.
Hothe. "the people who are really good
are never differentiated from the
average student"" Is there a caste
system in our society according to
grade point averages"
Those with high point averages are
superior to those with low point
averages" In the majority of cases,
grades are not a true indication of
learning, anyway, they are a measure
of how well a student can absorb and
regurgitate information for a short
time period on a test
How many students actually learn
from exams" It makes me wonder why
anybody even bothers to come to
coilege Is it to be rated for a future
job"
STUDENTS WILL only retain the
information that interests them and is
important anyway
In the long run. an "average"
student may turn out lo be a better and
more competent worker than the
student who pulled good grades in
college
Why can't we eliminate grades and
be motivated only by the inborn
curiosity and zest lor learning that is
really in us all"
It is a shame that so many students
have been conditioned to believe that
our learning benefits us only through
that extrinsic reward, the "A".
It is an exciting, educational
- experience for me to sit in a
professor's class that is interesting,
thought-provoking and stimulating
MAYBE IF THE "grade pressures"
were eliminated, more students could
honestly learn instead of worrying so
much about pulling the ever-mighty
good grade.

THEY WONT believe that you can
get a terrible drug hangover on
cocaine, or lhat you can feel so rotten
coming off of it that you have to have a
snort in the morning, just as with
liquor, to bring you back up to normal
The sense of immunity from reprisal
is heightened with the fast rich of the
entertainment world, because as one
record producer put it. "You buy a lid
of grass for $20. you feel paranoid, you
pay $1,500 or more for an ounce of
cocaine and you think you've bought
protection "
A drug scene is all-enveloping and
self-reinforcing It lives by Its own
ways and in its own places
"It becomes a ntual--a dance." the

THE SOCIAL RITUAL with coke is
as distinct and ceremonial as it was
with pot seven or eight years ago
There is the chopping il up Into
powder, the putting it into vials and
fancy little boxes, the host ladling it
out with the miniature spoons he
presents to his guests' nostrils
Some hosts will then say. in a touch
of final grace. "Open your mouth."
whereupon he will rub some on his
guests' gums for an immediate tingle
A variant ritual for this most social
of drugs- it induces none of the
introspection
of
psychedelic
chemicals is for the host to put a
small amount on the table and then,
with a knife or a razor blade, to

Nicholas
von llolfman

v

Lerrers
grading
controversy

spending Si .000 a week like one couple I
know Really great people. They had to
go away to Hawaii and lock themselves
up in a hotel room there where they
couldn't score because they didn't
know anybody and they'd be too
conspicuous if they tried When they
came back they weren't using it. but
they started taking a few toots with
their friends just to be social and now
they're back where they were before
they went to the islands "
When a drug becomes the rage
people won't listen to anybody's
warning against it

same man explained
"There are
certain clubs in this town where you
feel out of place If you aren't wired to
the teeth Whole clubs are based on
being wired Even the waitresses are
wired That fast cocaine tempo You
feel you've got to eat. drink and get out
of the place in an hour I know one TV
show that would need 30 more people
on its staff if they weren't all on
cocaine, speeding around at 90 miles an
hour There are entire LPs made on
the cocaine tempo The producer the
engineer, everyone's on it You start at
eight in the evening and you get lo six
in the morning and you're still
dancing
But not always Another record
producer, who describes himself as a
super-straight, recalls walking into a
studio where he was recording a group
of some of the heaviest performers in
the industry "They were all sitting
around in a circle coking, and the
frightening thing was the engineer was
there with them, so I knew nothing was
going lo gel done

D0NT MIND ME —I ALWAYS CRY AT WEDDINGS."

Ih" Clifford A Long, prolessor of
mathematics, said, referring to grade
inflation, that "No business or
graduate school is going lo believe us
after they find out that a student with a
high average is an incompetent
If a student spends lour years at
HCiSl' and comes oul as an
"incompetent", then no mallei what
grades he or she made, there is
something wrong with the method of
teaching and there is a terrible flaw in
the entire educational system
Instead of being so hung up on grades
and grade inflation, why can't those
professors and administrators start
concerning themselves with how much
the students really learn and how well
this University develops rounded
individuals''
Jill Mishins
441Dunbar

resignation
To my many friends in the university
community
Circumstances have necessitated my
resignation from the Graduate School.
It has been a pleasure knowing and
working with you these many years
Perhaps some day our paths may cross
again
Manrv Shellhammer
123 Meeker St

not alone
with hassles
You have my sympathies Mr Hitzel
because I know how you feel. Il took a
call to President Moore's secretary to
directly contact the bursar.
Not to one of the numerous,
incompetent secretaries who refer you
to another incompetent secretary.
My problem started while being
readmitted to school after a year's
absence I was married this past fall
and wanted to use my husband's name
to save the trouble of explaining status

However, it would have been easier
lo have kept my maiden name because
Ihe computer would not accept the
change
AFTER FILING my first paper on
change of name and status, along with
my re-admission application. I sat
back and waited And waited, and
waited
By spring break. I found that my
schedule and billing had been sent to
my parents and all my paperwork was
for nothing To make a long story
short, the computer had erased my old
file and would not program the new
one
After spending quite a bit of time and
patience with the registrar's
secretary, it was finally straightened
out But it took a little over two weeks
and I'm still not sure if I"m properly
enrolled for my courses
Now that the registrar was taken
care of, I patiently waited for my
validation card It didn't arrive in the
mail
All through spring break 1 checked
and throughout the past two weeks 1
waited Finally. I decided to call the
office and find out what the hell had
happened to my validation card
I WAS ICILY informed that 1 had not
paid my bill By now I was fed up with
the whole mess and was tired of fooling
around
I asked for an appointment to see the
bursar and was told they didn't give
appointments and I'd have to wait to
talk to one of the secretaries And quite
rudely too
Thus resulted my call, placed
indirectly by my husband, to the
president His secretary managed to
get in contact with the bursar himself
and we finally, hopefully got things in
order.
You don'l have to take any flack
from the secretaries. Mr. Hitzel
They're incompetent, most of them in
that particular department, and we all
know it.
We are paying these people's

salaries with our tuition, our taxes and
our parents' taxes and there is no
reason why this nonsense should go on
And there are plenty of other
students who are in the same situation
You're not alone

separate the coke into so many white
lines of an inch or so in length
Next a dollar bill is produced and
rolled into a tube which the host hands
to his guests, who snort by putting it in
the nose and breathing in The custom
is one toot for each nostril and in a few
minutes you are wired
Coke culture can be more or less
conventional or reasonably far out
Wealthy but otherwise unexceptional
housewives have been known to use it
"THERE'S THE SATURDAY.
whirlwind coke trip that gets all your
errands done in one day. the cleaning,
the marketing, the dress shop What
they do is get $65 worth and take two
toots an hour until the chores are
done." one informant explained
"Some of the best-kept houses in
Beverly Hills are that way because the
ladies are snorting "
The action at the clubs is a gocd deal
more intense It's said that the coke
tempo and the need to talk and move is
bringing back dancing and
discotheques
A good deal further out on the end of
the string are coke-associated houses
of pleasure
There's one in I.os Angeles that has a
series of sexual fantasy rooms the
water room wilh a huge Jacuzzi,
water caresser. an orgy-sized
water bed and an all-mirrored ceiling;
the sissy room with an enormous
wicker gazebo turned into a bed and
decorated with brightly colored chiffon
scarves and the S & M-room. replete
with hand and feet manacles and a
rack
The nicest touch, however, are the
prison bars on the air-conditioner ducts
and the window cut into the bathroom
door
HIDDEN AWAY in rural British
Columbia, the Rocky Mountains and
Florida, there are supposed to be other
large, lavish and lascivious recording
retreats where music stars their
accompanists and camp followers do
their ingenious numbers unmolested
A famous one with lhal reputation,
whether deserved or not. is The Honky
Chateau on the French Riviera, where.
I am told, "there are no police and no
problems "
There are people around here who II
tell you that Mr Kung Fu Bruce Lee.
died of overcoking. that it is wrecking
music, if not the industry "The drug
culture has lost its taste buds They
assault you Help! I've just been
mugged by a hit record
Even without the cocaine tempo, six
months can be a generation in music
"You don't have lo leave any more to
make a comeback You just have to go
to sleep "
You can already find people who
assure you lhat coke's no longer it. thai
the truly hip are getting unwired and
have moved on to amyl nitrate and
some aphrodisiac cough medicine with
an unpronounceable name
Copyright. 1975. The Washington PostKing Features Syndicate

If a survey is circulated by SGA. 1
hope those students who have the same
problem as I. will fill it in and not just
throw it out It will probably be our
only chance lo change the system
Debra L Hasell
217 Chapman

DM Innes
Box 1. University Hall

meal coupons
I can I believe that something might
finally be done about the present meal
coupon system And it wasn't initiated
by a person or group on campus, but by
businessmen in town
1 sympathize with them and their
reasons for being against the coupons
However. I have my own reasons for
advocating a change in the system
Like many other students, especially
women. 1 have no need for four coupon
books each quarter.
Not only do 1 dislike the food, but 1
just don't eat $170 worth of food in 10
weeks Because of this I must sell the
ones I don't need at the going rate of
$30 per book. most people sell them for
even less
THE NEWS carried an article which
mentioned that, after having
purchased the required four books, it
might be possible to purchase more at
a discount Unless this discount were
at least as low as $30. it will be a
failure
If the extra books are this low. then
what are those students supposed to do
wilh their unnecessary meal coupon
books, buy five cases of soda? I like
Coke as much as the next person, but
that's ridiculous
If food services would like to do a lot
of people a favor, it shouldn't require
us to buy a certain number of meal
coupon books
However, since food services needs
to have some idea as to how much
money it will have to work with, there
should simply be available a section on
the bill allowing students to mark the
number of books needed for the
quarter.
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newsnoteN
McCord
WASHINGTON (AP) - The sentence of James W
McCord Jr., one of the five men arrested in the Watergate
break-in. was reduced yesterday to four months in prison
U.S. District Judge John J Sirica signed an order
modifying McCord's sentence of one to five years, imposed
on Nov. 9.1973.
Mct'ord entered the federal prison farm at Allenwood.
Fa „ on March 21. after lodging a fight for a new trial and
numerous appeals that went as high as the Supreme Court.

Black lung
WASHINGTON lAPl ■ Black lung sufferers and their
survivors have won a round in the Supreme Court
The court cleared the way yesterday for payment of
benefits to them while the government appeals a lowercourt ruling
A three-judge federal court in Kentucky ruled Nov. 20
that part of the law under which the benefits are paid is
unconstitutional
The law provides for an "irrebuttable presumption" of
death or disability due to black lung disease when a
diagnoses has revealed certain symptoms
The three-judge panel said this deprived the coal mine
operators of their constitutional right to have due process
ol law belore being required to make the payments.
Solicitor Gen Robert H. Bork. asking the court to stay
the lower court ruling, said at least 190 claimants would be
affected by the decision

Baby market
WASHINGTON I API - A Murni lawyer told a Senate
panel yesterday he does a satisfying service when he
arranges, sometimes for thousands of dollars, for couples
unable to have children to get the baby of an unwed
mother
Robert Burns, who said he is a father of three and an
adoptive parent, said. "I'm proud, very proud I do
adoptions The girl is satisfied, the parents are satisfied "
Hums testified before the Senate children and youth
subcommittee, which opened two days of hearings on baby
adoption costs
Joseph H Reid. executive director of the Child Welfare
league of America, testified that there is a flourishing
black market in babies because of a decrease in the
number of desirable infants available for adoption
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There still are plenty of
tickets left for Sunday's
Jefferson Starship concert
at Anderson Arena, but the
concert is expected to be a
sellout
Doris Hide, a ticket seller
at the Union Ticket Office,
said she thinks there have
been about 3.500 tickets sold
lor the concert, which starts
at 8 p m
II i Hi said this figure could
be as high as 4.300. depending on how many tickets
have been sold at the various
ticket outlets There are
6.000 tickets being sold for

the concert, she added
As of yesterday afternoon
there were 360 Hi reserved
floor seats still on sale,
according to Hille There
are still $5 general admission tickets and $6 reserved
bleacher tickets available,
she said
Union Activities Organiza
tion (UAOl will award four
persons attending the con
cert with a Jefferson Starship "Dragonfly" album
autographed by the group's
Grace Slick, according to
UAO Publicity Director
Randy Richards
From the ticket stubs col-

Tomorrow is the deadline for filing city income tax
returns in Bowling Green
Austin K Sweeney, tax commissioner, said yesterday that
the city still has "700 or 800 returns out "
Residents of Bowling Green must file on all taxable
income, wherever earned, unless the tax was withheld by a
local employer.
SWEENEY explained that "students are considered
residents as long as they are" here."
Non-residents must file on all taxable Bowling Green
income unless the tax was withheld by a local employer
The city income tax applies to wages, taxable income
Irom all net rents exceeding SI00 gross, tips, lottery
proceeds and sub-pay.
INCOME items not taxable by the city include interest,
dividends
pensions, social security, unemployment
benefits, disability benefits, active military pay. capital
gain, copyrights and patents.
Sweeney said the major problems with this year's tax
collection have been the failure of taxpayers to sign the
forms and to include supporting forms for (he income
shown
Persons failing to file city income tax returns by the due
date will be subject to a penalty fee of one per cent of the tax
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Ice Horizons 1975;
tremendous success
Review by
Gall Harris
Over 7.000 persons viewed
last weekend's three perfor
mances of Ice Horizons 1975-the community's answer to
the Ice Capades
According to Wissy
Plaunl. director of the show,
the ice program was a big
success
Plaunt said the segment
called "The Golden Age of

Comedy." which included a
number by the Falconettes
dressed in Charlie Chaplin
costumes, a Keystone Kops
sketch and an old-time
beach scene, was the audience's favorite act at all
three shows

lected at the concert, four
stubs will be drawn at
random. Richards said The
winning ticket numbers will
appear in the May 6 issue of
the News

"ALL THE PARTS of the
show were good." Plaunt
said She added that she
could not say which acts
were best received by the
audience
Some of the show's most
popular segments were the
Wizard o( Oz sketch, which
included young munchkins
from the Bowling Green
Skating Club, and the opening of the program. "Those
Fabulous Thirties!", which
featured girls in long white
gowns, a chorus line and a
solo skater

Richards also said that
one person at each of this
weekend's six showings of
"American Grafitti" will
win a ticket to the Jefferson
Starship concert
"American Grafitti" is
this weekend's campus
movie It will be shown at
6.00. 8 15 and 10.30 Friday
and Saturday nights in the
Main Auditorium Admis
sion is $1.

Featured skaters Scott
Hamilton and Bill Woehrle
performed with precision
and grace in "Ice Horizons
1975 " Guest skaters Susan
Kelley and Andy Stroukoff
gilded over the ice together
to "Funeral for a Friend"
and "You Are So Beautiful "
The Proud Mary number
performed by the Falconettes. and the linal pinwheel.
executed by the Bicentennial

due or a $2 per month minimum penalty, whiever is greater
The minimum penalty also will be assigned to persons
who have no tax to pay but still failed to file in time
City income tax forms and assistance in filing them is
available today and tomorrow from 8 am -5 p m at the city
building. 175 W. Wooster St.. or by calling the city income
tax department at 352 2642

Student Film Awards
The Academy ol Motion Picture Arts and Sciences has
announced plans for its second annual Student Film
Awards
The awards are designed to recognize outstanding
achievements in film production by college students,
according to Walter Mirisch. Academy president
Awards of merit will be presented by the Academy in
mid-June to the best student film in each of four classifications dramatic, animated, documentary and experimental (free-form, non-narrative I.
To be eligible, a film must have been completed after
Oct 15. 1973. in a student-teacher relationship within the
curriculum structure of an institution of higher learning
The deadline for regional judgings is May 31. A list of
regional coordinators may be obtained from the Academy
of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences. 9038 Melrose Avenue.
Hollywood. Calif. 90069. Telephone: 12131 278-8990.

Chorus, were the hardest
acts in the show to choreograph, according to Plaunt.

SHE

ADDED

THAT

because of that, those
numbers took the longest to
work out with the skaters
Plaunt said she was pleased
with the way all the segments of the show turned
out
In The Good Old Days."
skaters danced the Charleston and rode bicycles to the
tune "School Days "
The Bicentennial Celebration, the final segment ol the
program, was ablaze with
red. white and blue This act
' contrasted well with the
large Bicentennial symbol
locked under the ice in the
middle of the rink
Many who viewed the " Ice
Horizons 1975" said they felt
that the show lived up to its
theme of "That's Entertainment "

Society ponders science myths
The air grows thick with
dragons and magic rings as
the 15 members of the Howl
ing Green Mythopoeic Society ponder such subjects
as the relationship of man to
heaven and hell
The society, called the
Midgewater Marshes, was
formed in 1971 by former
University students Paul
Ritz and John Leland It
meets "to discuss fantasy
and science fiction with an
emphasis on C.S Lewis.
Charles Williams and J R R
Tolkien." according to Ritz
The first book the original
six members of the society
discussed was "The Hobbit"
by Tolkien, though Ritz said
that "surprisingly enough
we haven't discussed that
much Tolkien." Since then,
the group has discussed
about 44 books.
Although the University's
Mythopoeic Society has concentrated on the works ol
the three authors. Ritz said
the Midgewater Marshes
are beginning to branch out
into other types of books
"WE DISCUSS very little
science fiction as such. We
just started getting into it
last year." Ritz explained
"It's getting about half and
half right now.

According to Ritz. the
Mythopoeic Society is a
national organization
"actually it's international
because we're in Canada
now and working with the
Tolkien Society in England"which started in California
seven years ago There are
now at least 30 olficial
groups. Ritz added
Discussions range Irom
comparison of the hells
found in Lewis' "Great Divorce." Williams' "Descent
into Hell"
and Dante's
"Inferno", to the feasibility
of using the tesseract found

in L'Engle's "Wrinkle in
Time" to explore other planets
"We discuss Christian on
ented books but often don't
stress the Christian elements-they're just something else to discuss." Ritz
said "A lot of books we discuss now don't have any
I Christian symbolism I anyway
According to Ritz, the society has four official publications, consisting of three
literary bulletins and the 20page monthly publication
called "Mythprinl." "Myth-

print" contains editorials,
letters, book reviews, a
calendar of events and
branch reports on the books
society members are discussing
There also have been five
annual
conventions,
or
Mythcons. held in California
The society meets in
Room 447 Math-Science
Bldg the first Sunday of
every month. This Sunday at
7pm the group's discussion
will center on dragons in
fantasy, science fiction and
myth

Mexicans enter illegally
Police arrested two Mexicans, aged 21 and 23, for illegally entering the country
iast weekend
Alberto T Hernandez was
arrested Thursday morning
and is being held in the city
jail. On Friday. Pedro
Velasco was arrested.
Velasco will be turned over
to immigration authorities
by the city police
Ronald L Lybarger. 344
Buttonwood Ave . was
charged with disorderly conduct on Thursday He was

appearing in municipal court
at the time
Following a minor accident on West Wooster Street
Friday morning. Harry E
Lorenzen. 63. 11110 Nims
ltd . was arrested for driving under the influence of
alcohol
ALSO
ON FRIDAY
Robert Lane. 308 S College
Dr., was charged with letting his dog run at large
At 10:15 Friday night the
theft of a money box and an

electrophonic stereo and
speakers from 461 S.
Summit St.. apartment 11.
was reported to the city
police
Early Saturday morning
Bruce Snavely. 19. 9892
Kramer Rd . was arrested
for driving under the influence of alcohol
Police arrested a Georgia
man at 2 20 Sunday morning
for driving under the influence of alcohol
Robert
Ruehl. 19. is being held in
the city jail.
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Wishes to thank the campus for the great
participation in our first annual Beer
Chugging Contest, tea and stereo drawing.
Winner of the stereo: LYNM ROSENBAUM
Winners of the all Greek Beer Chug:
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City tax return deadline nears
By Clady Smerclaa
Staff Reporter
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Starship tickets on sale
By Aady Brumme'
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FMTEJWTIS:

SORORITIES:

Alpha Epjiton Pi
Pi Kappa Alpha
Atptu Ejjtsiian Pi
S«M Alpha Eption

Kappa D-"j

Alpha Gamma Delta
Alpha Phi
Alpha Xi Delta

All proceeds went to the
Campus indoor recreational facilities

10th
ANNIVERSARY SALE

THE DEN
- EVERYTHING REDUCED NOW
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Military to house Viet refugees
By The Associated Prm

MOST STORES

OPEN 24
Except Saturday Midnight To Sunday 8 A M

The Pentagon spokesman
also said evacuation flights
from
Saigon,
halted
yesterday after bombs were
dropped on Ton Son Nhut
airport, had been resumed.

Up
to 60.000 South
Vietnamese refugees will be
temporarily housed
at
military
installations
in
California.
Florida
and
Arkansas, the Pentagon said
yesterday.
A spokesman said 20.000
refugees would be brought
to each of the
three
facilities. Camp Pendleton.
Calif.. Ft. Chaffee. Ark and
Eglin Air Force Base in
Florida, within the next few
days.
He said they would stay at
the bases for 90 days or
more
The announcement came
after congressional leaders
said Ford administration
officials had informed them
of such a plan

MOVEMENT

OF

thousands
of
refugees
among way stations in the
Pacific
continued,
meanwhile.
A spokesman at Clark Air
Base in the Philippines said
chartered jumbo jets and at
least 18 more US Air Force
transports had been called
in to speed transfer of
refugees
from
the
Philippines to Guam and
Wake Island
More
than
30.000
Americans
and
South
Vietnamese have been

Job interview
sign-ups set
N. Eastern Local Schools
Eighth and ninth grade
English with
coaching
experience in football and
wrestling

Sign-up will be from 4-5
p.m. Thursday for school
schedules and from 3-4 p.m.
Friday
for
non-school
schedules in the Forum.
Student Services Bldg Data
sheets must be turned in at
the time of sign-up

May 14
Continental Schools-Secondary
distributive ed„
H.S. English, el ed . EMR.
math Music background in
any ol the above mentioned
areas
would
be
advantageous

BUSINESS
May 14
Metropolitan Llfe-Mklg
mgmt
development program MBA in mktg sales
management

Montgomery
Count*
Schools-Secondary:
chemistry and physics or
chemistry and math or
physics and math, science,
math, indus
arts. LBD.
special IEMR). French and
Spanish, counselor

May IS
Strouss Dept. Store-Summer internships Juniors in
mktg retailing
Metropolitan
Life-See
May 14 listing

May IS
Lakewood Public SchoolsAll areas Preference given
to ind arts, reading, math,
educ media
Montgomery
County
Schools-See May 14 listing

SCHOOLS
May 12
Fulton County Schools1.1) BD certified teachers
lor primary, intermediate
and junior high levels.
Wayne Township SchoolsSecondary math, soc stud .
English,
mil
arts and
guidance

airlifted from Saigon since
April 5
Official figures as of late
yesterday, Philippines time,
indicated 0,000 Vietnamese
were at Clark and 4.700 at
Grande Island in Subic Bay.
65 miles from Manila.
Friends of Children of
Vietnam of Denver, Colo,
said the military situation
ruled out further evacuation
of orphans
from South
Vietnam
Sally Berger said the
group flew out 460 children,
with the last batch arriving
Saturday night
ASST. SECRETARY of
State Robert J McCloskey
has indicated the Ford
administration
hopes
to
evacuate up to 130.000 South
Vietnamese
State
Department
spokesmen
said
954
Americans were still in
Saigon as of yesterday
morning
They said 128 Americans
and
over
6,000 South

Vietnamese were rescued in
the 24 hours ended at
midnight
The Phillippine government
has
insisted
Vietnamese
refugees
remain in the islands no
longer than three days, and
that Vietnamese evacuees
be limited to women and
children and not include
"military personnel
and
political refugees "
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HE SAID the criteria for
acceptance of
refugees
covered wives and children
of Vietnamese students Ir.
Australia,
wives
and
children under II
of
Australian citiiens and
those whose lives were
considered to be in danger
because of their association
with Australia in Vietnam.

HOUSING THE refugees
and figuring out their final
destination-was a major
problem
Australian
officials
indicated they were not
preparing any additional
evacuation efforts.

In Los Angeles, officials of
the Flying Tiger Line tried
to relocate
a doxen
Vietnamese employes flown
to California Saturday from
Saigon

Acting Foreign Minister
William Morrison called a
news conference yesterday
to answer charges that the
Australian government had
left many refugees behind
when it closed its Saigon
embassy on Friday.
Morrison said Australia
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had taken out more refugees
legally
than
any other
nation.
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"We'll see they are taken
care of." said Pete Klute. a
spokesman for the airline.
"We aren't quite sure where
they will be placed, but they
will be placed somewhere in
our system." Eight other
Flying Tiger employes were
due on later flights
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CLaSSIFIED
W« art n»t i*ti>«ntibU tm m.troli«t vnitu n«tiri4td on li.it day ol

Sixth St. at S College
CAMPUS CALENDAH

2 BEDROOMS
2 FULL BATHS
FURNISHED AIR COND.
LARGE ROOMS & CLOSETS

luesday. April». 1»75
Prof Lourdes Casal. Psych Depl . Rutgers t'niv . will speak on
"Cuba Ii Cuban-American Relations Past. Present. Future "
White Uogwood. llnlon. 8pm

SUMMER LEASES ONLY
We're Sold Out For Fall

Active Christians Today (ellowship meeting Faculty Lounge
Union. 7 pm.

ROS. Mgr. Apt. 2

BGSII Karate ClubCojuliai meet in Aud . SI Thomas More Parish
i:«r7.»p.in.

332-3841

Hi; KoSutenu liojo practice session Km 2m Hayes Hall. 7 MM H
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-THOUSANDS HAVE
RAISED TMEifl SCORES

1890 NORTHWEST HVD. I
COiUMWS, OH 43212 •
(S14) 486-94546

LOST AND FOUND

PERSONALS

LOST Gold Times walch-senlimental value 2-3060
LOST
Gold wrist watch
Westclock Please call Barb
372 4086
FOUND

Money.

Must give

deUiKof losing it. 2-3960

SERVICES OFFERED
Eiperlenced typist
reasonable KI-4SW.
Need expert typing'*
sonable rates 3S2-730V

Very
Rea-

Abortion Information Service
starting rate $125 Clinic very
close to area 1-14 week pregnancy terminated by licensed
certified gynecologist Modern
techniques and tine facilities
Immediate arrangements will
be made with no hassle Call
collect, 24 hour service 1-216MI-1M7

-"-"t c.w.^anw

Freddie Falcon applications
available in Rm 405 Student
Services Due April 30 5 p m
The Brothers of Sigma Nu
congratulate Dean Aekron for
being named 'Most Outstanding
Swinimer' for BG
Quasar and Judy Congrats on
your engagement We'll meet
you at the Pond real soon The
Snakes

Decisions? Need lo talk''
Emotional and Material Pregnancy Aid. 352 6236

Volunteers needed to work with
children ages 8 mo -4 yrs oldat
Wood Lane School Classes are
from 9 30-11 30 a m and from
1-3 p m dally Rides available
Contact Jan Hof at 353-3085
after 4pm

WANTED

roatALK

Subleaser 1 f Greenview Apis
UttlptM-MlMTtl.

(0uC»'>O».»i CIN'I"
HttM|»MA-KM
■*ClftUltl l.»CI tin

INTERESTED IN NO-FRILLS
LOW COST JET TRAVEL to
Europe. Africa. Middle East.
Far East at minimum cost,
maiimum
fleiibility and
minimum hassle' For infor
matron call EDUCATIONAL
FLIGHTS toll-free i80t» 223Mt»

Needed m. rrnmts now 2
barms . 2 baths, call Jim 352
8424 alter 8 pm.
Band needed for wedding Play
various types of music Call 3520107

Lloyds stereo, am Im radio,
non-component Eicell. cund
m or best offer 352-3S79
'46 Pontiac convertible
Dependable
transportation
Asking 84*0 372-5791
Must sell. 1 rr

oM black 4

<•»

nwhon

white lemale Siberian Husky
with blue eyes Good markings

2 bdrm furnished apt lo sublet
next year Haven House 352
0884

House bro»en Familv pet Call
352-0408

APARTMENTS 2 bedrooms.
furnished 352-4671

AKAI-GX-370D reel to reel. 2
mikes Must sell. 703 Second St
An4.iBafter4p.m

Efl apt for sublet for summer,
uul paid Call 352-1030

12 String Eplp guitar 1100 Seen
at N Grove Gardens Apt A7
after 8pm

2 bedroom apartments near
Timers
Fall rates for 4
students Summer rates for 2.3.
or 4 students 352 7365

74 Vega GT Hatchback. 4 spd
deluxe interior After 5. 3530964
^_

Rooms near campus Fall and
summer rentals 352-7365

Mobile Home lor sale 12 x 60
skirted, air conditioned, washer
* dryer, util shed . 2 bdrm .
completely remodeled interior
Must sell 84000 Gvpsv Lane
Estates 353 7133
72 Honda 3S0CC 8*00 Call 352
8301 or 372-0121 ask for Larrv
Pelta

with Shure
352 7023
Changer
Sherwood S7100A Receiver. 2
Electro voice ETR-14 speakers
Greg. 353-4532
AR turntable
MOlEDcartri
Garraro

snre

FOR RENT
2 bdrms -util paid-close to
campus 1220 E Wooster 352
S7M
1 and 2 bedroom apartments
close to campus. For more
information call 352-1178 alter 5
pm
3 bdrm . !'■ bath bouse 8th St

Summer $150 mo 353-3*02
I bedroom apartment 8150 mo
Pinehurst Apartments Brand
new 230 Napoleon Rd 352 1460
Now leasing for June 1. 1 bdrm.
apts
Pinehurst Apts
220
Napoleon Rd 352-14**.
Deluxe Ig 3 rm fur apt. avail
June IS close to unlv 352 5689

1 bdrm furnished apts 1 block
from campus All utilities paid.
Summer and or fall leases 352
5239 or 823 7555 after 5
521 EAST MERRY: Less than
one block from campus. 2
bedroom, furnished, air condi-.
Uoned and in excellent cond*
Iron. Tenants only pay the
electric Set up for 4 persons
Only one vacancy left for fall.
8*6 00 per person per mouth.
FOR SUMMER 4 vacancies
835 00 per person per month, or
a total of $350 00 for the entire
summer
824 SIXTH
2 bedroom,
furnished, air conditioned and in
excellent condition
Tenants
only pay the electric Set up for
4 persons. Only 2 vacancies left
for fall 8*3.00 per person per
month. FOR SUMMER: 3
vacancies 828 50 per person per
month, or a total of 1275.00 for
the entire summer. For mere
information call:
Newlove
Really 353-7381
1 bdrm apt summer qtr
8185 mo Will sublet 8155 mo
352-81*9 or 822-4*24 collect
Want 4 persons to sublease
apartment for summer 818*
each total
4 blocks (ran
campas Call 352-10*4.
Own room in big house avail,
immediately 850 mo 248 S
Summit
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local briefs

Carly Simon has romantic style

Suzi Quatro fills teenagers dreams

Cuban affairs
A Cuban affairs expert will discuss Cuba's past, present
and future relations with the I'mted States at 8 p m
tonight in the White-Dogwood Suite. Union
Speaker will be Lourdes Casal. instructor of psychology
at Rutgers University and a doctoral candidate at the New
School for Social Research
Sponsored by the Latin American Studies Program and
the International Cluster College, it is free and open to the
public

Registration
Advance registration is required for parents of about 500
University students who wish to take part in Parents'
Club Day'' scheduled for Saturday
A number of special activities are planned for those
attending the event including an opening address by
University President Hollis A Moore Jr and an evening
dinner featuring Dr Richard R Eakin. vice provost for
student affairs, as guest speaker
Parents and sons and daughters may also attend
afternoon sports events and participate in a goll outing at
the University golf course
Interested persons should contact the Alumni Office.
BCSU. Bowling C.reen Ohio. 43403. or call 372-218*

DeMolay
:Mark A Loose, sophomore 1AAS1 was elected international master councilor of the Order of DeMolay during
its annual meeting in Orlando. Kla
The international master councilor is the top official for
more than 3 million DeMolay members in the United
States and eight other countries
The Order of DeMolay is a fraternal-social organization.
f«r young men between 13-21 years old DeMolay is
involved in many fund-raising projects. Loose said
Loose is completing a term as Ohio master councilor He
also was chosen as International DeMolav of the Year in
1974

Special

ed

Course work advising for 1975 7ti special education
majors will be at 6 p m today and May ti in (he New
Horizons Suite Education Kldg

Physical ed
There will be an Important meeting (or all physical
education majors and minors interested in joining Phi
Epsilon Kappa, the phvsical education professmn.il
organization
The meeting will al 8 30 p in tomorrow in 202 Memorial
Hall

Con't learning
The Center for Continued Learning will offer a four
week course for adull women considering beginning or
returning to college
The course will ofler support to women making
ilccisiuns about continuing their education and Information
lin admission procedures
I Conducted by Sandra Wright, educational specialist, and
IPaula Ralston, an associate at the center, the course will
Jcover such topics as the classroom situation, fear of
failure, how to gain family support and selection of a
major field of study Women will have an opportunity to sit
in on a college class al an area institution and to talk with
adult women who have recently returned to school
> The class will meet from 1 15-3 15 pm each Tuesday at
'(the center located at 194 S Main St . starting May H
. Registration fee is $10 and persons may register until
JUay 2 at the Center or call 372-0363

Police beat
Jeffrey R Speicher. sophomore I A&Si. reported that his
blue lii-speed Schwlnn bicycle was taken Friday from the
bike rack in front of the Sigma Phi Epsilon house The bike
was locked to a rack Its estimated value is $150
James L Dray sophomore IA&SI. reported that $9 in
meal coupons and an electric razor valued at $24 were
allegedly taken from his room in Rodgers Quad
Anne E Wesel. sophomore iB A. i. charged that her
purse was taken from the living room of the Alpha Gamma
Delta house Estimated loss is $40

Review by
Fraik Johnson
Witness the image change
of Suzi Quatro. girl bass
player from the Detroit area
transplanted in England
From just another pretty
face to an international star
in just a couple years. Suzi
has filled the dreams of
teenagers around the worldit's all part of the image
She jumps around in tight
leather suits, stroking a
mean bass, turning on the
kiddies and constantly tell
ing the press how she's not a
sex symbol and how she's
still a virgin iwho cares'11
It's kinky enough that some

of us older types like her.
too
And she does all this with
more masculinity than most
male rock stars.
But now Suzi s changing
just a bit Once an untouch
able
dream for
male
groupiedom.
Suzi
now
reflects a passive sexiness
that should drive young
pubescent boys wild
With her songs filled with
cutesy sexual innuendo*
Suzi Quatro has turned into a
counterpart of the David
Cassidy Michael
Jackson
Donny Osmond figure But
this one s for the hoys
Suzi's still untouchable,
but now she's coming out

and inviting
Her new
album. "Your Mama Won't
Like Me" i Arista I. conti
nues the pattern set by her
earlier two except for the
inclusion of a horn section
throughout most of the
record
The title track has all the
elements of the new Suzi
Quatro She says it all in the
lyrics "I wear my jeans too
short my neckline too low.
people look at me wherever
I go
Keeping the new image.
Suzi digs up the old "Fever"
hit from l%5 and does more
sighing and moaning than
anything else Again, it's sex

Cool prices increases
due to tightening morket
There are no predictions
lor a decrease in the cost of
coal but it may continue to
rise, according to J Claude
Scheuerman. vice president
for operations
Scheuerman said the cost
of coal has increased over
the last few years Along
with the increase in cost,
some coal must be prepared
before it can be burned
Richard E Powers, assistant director of purchasing,
said he thought the coal
market was loosening up.
but with recent strikes in
several coal mining areas,
the market is tightening up
"I don't see how the price
can stay stable." because of
more rigid strip mining
laws, and safety regulations.
Powers said Powers predicted the price may come
down if strip mining laws
are relaxed

SOME MINES have closed
down due to the economy.
Powers said
The University currently
is paying $31 15 per ton of
coal. Powers said
Two
years ago the cost was $13 25
per ton During the 1973 74
fiscal year, the University
consumed 22.373 tons of
coal.
Powers said the Univer

Low sullur coal from Utah
i 5 per cent i or Kentucky
i 8 9 per centi costs about
$59 per
ton delivered
Powers said

JOHN EVANS
TOM OHNS
DAVE PIERCE
TIM McGEE

CHUCK PATTERSON

TERRY VOLTZ
TIM FINNERAN
KIM JAKEWAY
KEITH RUST

Suzi does some real singing here in a smooth moving
piece without the grunts,
moans and "let's go to bed"
lines that can be found on
most of the other songs
Also sexy in her own way
is Carly Simon. James' old
lady You know you can't
touch her. but again it's all
left up to the old imagination
which is given lots of help
with a super album cover
It's almost a re run of her
past
two
efforls-'glitzey
covers, super production
from Hichard Perry, a long
list of big name backing
musicians and a bit of sin
eerily that manages to come
through all the commercial
ism.
Its with this sincerity that
Carly becomes an everywo-

Carly definitely benefits
here from producer Perry's
experience
with
Martha
Reeves' last album "More
and More" has set newground for Carly. who's done
some country and jazz as
well as lolky rock The back
ing vocals help here. too.
Carly's appeal is in her
personality more than any
thing else Deep down Inside
you just know she is a nice
type of person.

^ta**
HOURS:
UNTIL
2:00 A.M.
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UNTIL
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FRI. &
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Dr John is on hand to play
piano for "More and More."
which he wrote for the
album The track is more or
less soul, with much better
results than last year's
"Mockingbird."

WITH THE PURCHASE.
OF A
LARGE EiTeiA PlZiA f*3.*>)

LASALLE'S

J

main statement isn't forward
"I'm just another
woman, raised to be a
slave." but the music behind
it is quite powerful, with
heavy bass and drums, a full
orchestral
barking
and
vocals from Carly. Carole
and Rita

fo-iaoz. CANS OF COKE

•••••••••••••••••••••••••
*
*
*

man figure, singing about
some of the things we all go
through at one time or another, perhaps expressing our
own feelings in her words
All of these Carly-esque
traits continue on her new
eit
album.
"Playing
Possum.'' iKIektra)
It'i
nice to note that with people
like Ringo Starr Dr John.
Rita Coolidge and Carole
King on the album, present
husband James Taylor
fortunately is confined to
just two vocal parts, though
he is found playing guitar at
various places.
Carly has her
own
romantic style, not just of
love but of life styles in
general
There's a nice,
short, slow melody. "Are
You Ticklish" that comes
closest to the traditional
love song This is arranged
in a 1940s mood with Benny
Goodman-type clarinets
She co-penned "Slave"
with Jacob Brackman. a
tune that provides the social
comment of the album Its

sity primarily uses Ohio coal
from the Peabody Coal Co
near Coshocton Ohio coal is
a high sulfur coal, he said,
running about 2'<-3 per cent
in sulfur content

THE ALPHA PHI'S WISH TO
EXTEND OUR THANKS TO OUR
FORMAL DESSERT ESCORTS:
JON HILL
JACIEN STEELE
RICK CAIN
KEITH COMMON

for the kids, but clean
enough to get by
The fun of it all Is conjuring up images of how she
looks when she sings it. You
certainly can't concentrate
on her bass playing, which is
adequate at best

5 P.M.

PH.352-7571

looMS.KVAiN

Powder Puff
525 Ridge St.

4&

*' CAMPUS MANOR
APARTMENTS

INKSTONE

BEHIND BURGER CHEF & MR. ED'S
NEXT TO STERLING

UNDERGRADUATE LITERARY
MAGAZINE
IS NOW ON SALE FOR

NOW RENTING FOR SUMMER & FALL

50*

OPENINGS FOR 1-4 STUDENTS
TO FILL 3 & 4 MAN APTS.
* SPECIAL SUMMER RATES

AT THE BOOKSTORES,
315 UNIVERSITY HALL, and
104 HANNA HALL.

12 GOOD REASONS FOR LIVING AT CAMPUS MANOR

|

TO OUR NEW SPRING
PLEDGE CLASS

:
:
:
*
»

♦
:

DAVE PIKE
RICH KAMINSKI
JOHN BLASKOVIC
JOHN ELLIOT

STEVE CANTER
GARY HAND
MIKE SNIDER
MARK COOPER

THE BROTHERS OF
SIGMA CHI

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

NEW-MODERN-FURNISHED-CABLE T.V.
2 min. walk to campus
5 min. walk to downtown
25 business establishments at your front door
Entrance doors secured at all times
Intercom between apartments & entrance
Free parking at your front door
Gas barbeque grill for the gourmet cook
No car required, save on gas, parking & operating cost
No long walks on those zero winter days in mud & slush
Well lighted streets between apts., campus and shopping areas

• Friendly Helpful Landlords
FOR THE CREAM OF THE CROP,
GO CAMPUS MANOR

MODEL OPEN NOON TILL 5 P.M.

♦»

352-9302
EVENINGS
352-7365

^assarelte
'LIVE-IT-UP' BRA AND TENNIS TOTE
The perfect tennis bno.wilh polyester/cotton

knit cups, underwired (or

stay-put comfort. Designed to give you cool, natural support during your
active hours. Go ahead

live it up in style 4301. Sizes B 32-38, C 32-40

$7.00, D, DD 32-40 $8 And be sure to take advontage of Vossarette's
special tennis tote offer. For detoils. see the hang tag on your 'Live-it-up' Bra.

Noffers win two in Falcon quad

Johnson joins tennis 'elite'
By Dan Garfleld
Assistant Sports Editor
The Falcon netters could
not have asked for anything
belter in last weekend's
home-court
quadrangular
There was plenty of sun. no
wind, a couple of victories
and enough competition to
keep them on their best
tennis behavior A win over
Miami would have been
nice, though.
However,
the
BG
racketman
turned
in
outstanding winning per
formances against Central
Michigan (7-21 and Western
Michigan
(5-4).
before
bowing gracefully to two
time defending Mid-Amencan Conference
(MAO
champions Miami. 9-0
More
importantly for

Western Michigan Tony lomerato » serve Johnson shocked
many onlookers last weekend with an upsof win over
Lamoralo,

the defending

Mid-Amefican Conference first-

singles champ. (Newsphoto by Michael Passarollo).

Weather permitting, the
falcon baseball team will
host the
University of
Detroit
(lt-t)
In
a
;'..ublftaeader at Warrea E.
Stellar Field today. Left
haader Gary Kite Is slated
to take the mound at t p.m.
In the opener. Brace Boley
or Mihe Olehsah.
both
freshman southpaws, are
scheduled
to
work
the
second game.

Tin- BG NeW£|
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Stickers dump Ashland
despite inconsistency
Bv PUf l-.llKlril.ir I
SUff W n in
in what is becoming a
trademark of their season
the Kalron stickers put
together
another
Inconsistent performance as thev
downed Ashland College II
8. last Saturday afternoon at
Doyt I. Perry Field
The win upi BG'l record
lo 7-1 overall and 5-0 in the
Midwest
Lacrosse
Association I ML AI It also
sets the stage for this week's
showdowns with
Kcnyon
College
and
Denison
University
Ironically, the Falcons
played one ol their best
games against the Eagles
last season, winning 17-e>
But this year's win was
produced in quite a diflercnl
manner
FALCON COACH Mickcv
Cochranc used the word
spurt to characterize the
Falcons Itith straight Ml.A
win
"Our
plav
was poles
apart. Cochranc said "At
one lime we would look
great and just ready to blow
the game open and then we'd

reverl back to Individual
lacrosse "
Cochranc was critical of
HG's individual play which
resulted in only four assists
recorded by the Falcon
offense
Despite the sub par per
lormance. the Kalcons led 62 at half! ime as senior
altackman
Verne
Zabek
tallied two goals and one
assist Other Falcon scores
in the first hall were by
attackmen Jeff Woloshvn.
John Grim. Jim Macko and
Bill Grimes
ALTHOUGH
THE
stickers did enjoy a lour
goal lead at intermission,
the spread was misleading
Only a second quarter binge
helped
B(i
escape the
doldrums of a mediocre first
quarter
In
the
second
stanza
Hi.
outshot
the
Kagles 18-3. and won the
ground ball war. 27-13
Coehrane emphasised the
importance ol controlling
loose ground balls
The
Falcons owned an 80 63
advantage in that aspect as
defetiseman Mike Wiicox
collected 15. the highest

FOR BGS first-singles
ace Glenn Johnson, it was a
step from obscurity to the
MAC elite as he beat
defending
league
firslsingles
champion
Tony
I.amerato
of
Western
Michigan.
Johnson, who missed last
season because of an eye
operation, carried a modest
2-1 league record into last
weekend's action With wins
over CMC's Jim Asher and
I-amerato. and a tough
three-set loss to Miami's
Ken Daniels. Johnson is still
a
good choice for
a
conference seed

baseball
last
weekend
against Mid-American Conference (MAC) foes Kent
Slate and Ohio University
lOl'l. the Kalcons were
snakebiten three out of four
times
The
Golden Klashes
stunned the Falcons twice
last Friday. 1-0 and 2-1 But
BG hurling star Kip Young
had different results in last
Saturday's opener against
the Hobcals

By Terry Goodman
Well, what can you sav
about three one run losses''
After playing excellent

individual total for a sticker
this year
"You show me a team that
controls the ground balls
and I'll show you a team that

YOUNG raised his season
mark to 80 with a 6-3
victory For the first and
only time all weekend, the

To say that last Saturday's
meet between the Central
Michigan
and
Bowling
Green women trackslers
was a mismatch is a gross
understatement
The
superior Chippewas used
their strength and depth to
embarrass
the
injurv
riddled Falcons. Ill 35
Bowling Green might have
made a more respectable
showing had it not been
plagued with injuries BG
standout Stanene Straoss
was out with a knee injury.

n

I Wocil

and she may be out (or the
remainder of the season
Teammate Vickie Ziski also
was out with a knee injury
A lot of our girls have
shin-splints." said assistant
coach Dave Williams "We
had to do a lot of substituting We had to put one
of our javelin throwers
tl.inda Helmink) in the onemile relay "
JENNY GILL kept the
Falcons in the meet at the
outset by running the 100yard dash
in 112 and
covering 17-9't in the long
jump to lake top honors in

Prep cagers sign

you don't have the ball, vou
can't win "
However, the spurt that
carried BO to the halltime
lead was missing in the third
period as the
Kalcons
returned to an uncontrolled
style ol playGoals by Grimes and Tony
Vaccaro were not enough to
put hie into the Kalcons In
turn,
the
opportunistic
Kages took advantage of six
BO penalties to tally two
scores and cut the margin to
84

- FEATURING Char Rrollrd Steaks and
Chops
Full Course Famil) Dinner
It s Will 1 II s
HAM'AKKS \ WAFFLE!
"pen Tues. thru Sal. 7.3M
Sundass 7 w7 mi

412 EAST W00STER
BANQUET ROOM

r I

400N SPECIALS DAILY

aufani

both events
Jan Samuelson. running
the 400-meter hurdles for the
first time last Saturday,
finished first with a 71.4
time. The 880 pursuit relaywas a bright spot in a dismal
day as Betsy Clogg. Jill

Olden.
Cheryl
despite
time of

Gloria Graham and
Reno finished first
bad handoffs with a
1 54 3

Our 880 relay reallylooked good." said Williams
"The girls came close to

qualifying for nationals
HELMINK THREW the
javelin
103-1 'i for the
runner-up spot in that event
Lorna Miller finished second
in the discus throw, hurling
it a distance of lOO-l'i
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1628 East Wooster Street
presents
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MOUSTACHE MONDAY - 8-12 p.m.
11 oz. schooner Pabst
20 oz. schooner Pabst

DISCOUNT
PRICES

TUESDAY - LADIES NIGHT

Ins'
baseman Garry
Kohorst slapped a two-run
single to highlight the fourrun stanza The Falcon win
snapped a 12 game Bobcat
win streak and handed Ol'
starter Mike Weiss his first
defeat of the vear after six
straight wins
The
Kalcons
had
momentum going into the
nightcap but Ol's Bill
Adams quickly tamed the
HI. sticks Larrv Owen's

The
Falcon
tracksters
raced pasl some of the
nation's finest thinclads last
weekend to place in the
finals of II events at the
I'enn and Ball Stale Relays
The action was the last of
a relay meet variety, as two
MidAmerican Conference
i MAC) dual contests and the
league title chase loom
ahead in the next throe
weeks
Of the six relays that the
Kalcons competed in at the
8lsl I'enn Carnival, three
quartets placed
in last
SaUirday's finals
The sprim medley relay
loursome of Tim LoDico.
Brian Storm. Don See and
Kick
Hulchinson.
which
qualified
in
the
preliminaries with a time of
3:25 1. clocked a 3 26 8 to
lake
sixth
in
the
championship section
The mile relay ol LoDico.
Hal Thomas. Ron Taylor
and See took fifth in 3 14 4
behind See's brisk anchor
time ol 46 6 See's clocking
was the best 440 relay split

THREE OF THE recruits arc natives of New York
Guards Jerry Hunter of Kochcster and John
Kitzpatrick of Buffalo headline (he group
Hunter. 5-11. averaged 20 points per game and was
an all city choice lour straight years Kitzpatrick. a 61 play-maker, averaged 17 points per game as a senior
Andre l.ogan. a 6-6 forward, is the other New
Yorker He played at Andrew Jackson High in NewYork City, and averaged 17 points and 16 rebounds per
game
Clarence Jackson, a 6-6 forward from Albion. Mich ,
completes the recruit list Jackson averaged 30 points
and 19 rebounds per game as a senior, and twice made
the all-Michigan class "B" first team
Haley said that BO has one grant left, and indicated
that a big guard is his main priority
Truman Claytor. all-Ohio performer from Toledo
Scott, is the guard BG is after, but the 6 3 standout has
yet to make a decision about his college choice

PART
OF
Ashland s
ability lo stay with the
favored Falcons was due to
17 penalties called againsl
the BO lumen The number
ol infractions is only one shv
of the team record set
against Oberlm in 1967
Despite the numerous BG
penalties.
Ashland
could
penetrate the Falcon man
down defense for only one
goal in penalty situations

Kalcon bats sizzled and gave
Young all the runs he needed
in the first inning

By Bill Estep

Four high school basketball stars and one junior
college performer have signed national letters of
intent at Bowling Green
Head cage coach Pat Haley announced the signings
yesterday, and said he is pleased with the recruiting
efforts thus far
Forward Chuckle James, who played his prep ball in
Huston. Mass is the junior college transfer James
averaged 15 points per game last winter for Arizona
Western .1 (' . which qualified for the national junior
college championships

wins." Coehrane said "If

jL

TWO OTHER BG netters
edged closer to MAC seeds
Fifth-man Dave Trimble. 5-1

in league competition, set a
school
record
for
consecutive wins with eight
Trimble's string of victories
extended from the Kent
State match here last month
to last Saturday's loss to
Miami freshman
Dave
Ramey The old mark was
held by
second-singles
player Bill Oudsema in 1971
Sixth-man Tim Howell
also upped his league mark
lo 5-1 with wins over his
central
and
western
opponents
Falcon mentor Bob Gill
said he thought the squad
had its hands full last
weekend with cofavorites
Western and Miami but said
the work load "wasn't too
much
tennis
in
one
weekend
"We're going to have to

get used to it." he said "We
have a tournament next
week at Notre Dame and we
also have to get ready for
the conference championships "
GILL PRAISED first-singles netter Johnson but said
he couldn't bestow any
distinction on him as the
league's "second best" after
beating
Lamerato
while
losing to Daniels
Gill
said
that
since
Johnson lost to Northern
Illinois s Jim Merkel earlier
this year and still has to play
Ohio's Phil Joffey. last
year s MAC runner-up. "you
can't make that distinction
yet "
BO now is 6-5 overall and
4 2 in league play

twooul single in the seventh
was (he Kalcons lone safely
of the game Kour walks and
a hit-batsman forced in
three runs, but the Kalcons
came up short. 4-3
In both Kent contests, the
Kalcons. now 3-5 in the loop
and 18-12 overall, left the
bases jammed to end the
game Two timely hits could
have left Hi. 3-1 on the
weekend, but fate proved
otherwise
" They were frustrating
and disappointing ilosses'
BO skipper
Don Purvis
admitted, "but we played

*
*

recorded since 1966
The (wo-milequarlel ion
sisdng of 880 specialists
Tom
Preston.
Gary
Desjardins. Hulchinson and
newcomer Handy Zimmer
man garnered fifth in the
college division with
a
timing of 7 44 6
The field event efforfs
paced (he Kalcon contingent
to eight placements among
the top six finishers at the
one-day meet hosted byconference foe Ball Sla(e
Lew Maclin leaped a
personal and team best 23-3
to garner third in the long
jump He also placed third
in his speciality, the triple

LEO PEJKJNS

*•••••••••••••••••••••••••

FALCON RECORD holder
Steve Edwards continued
his 66 "syndrome with a
third place finish in the high
jump,
while
senior
weightman
Mike
Allen
ripped a
1430 hammer
throw effor( (o grab sixth
Hurdlers
Reg
Warren
ilSli and James Shepherd
115 2i chased each other in
the 120 highs to finish third
and
fourfh
respectively,
while the two-mile relay
"B" squad of Lou Couchot
Tom
McSheffery.
Bob
Bigner and Brian Hoch
toured the oval in 8 01 8 to
take sixth

Call Delbert 352-7671

Tomorrow Night!

All the $
Pizza and
Salad you
can eat
Family Night Buffet
Wednesday 5 to 9 pm

*

*
*

jump, at 48-7

Air conditioned, two bedroom, completely furnished,
dishwasher, as low as $50 per person per month

TALENT THURSDAY

HAPPY HOURS 4-9 DAILY

Already snakebiten twice,
(he
Kalcons came out
smoking in Athens winning
one and almost coming from
behind in (he ensuing clash

Lowest Rates In B.G.

WALLBANGER WEDNESDAYj^-lOP^M.
ANY AND ALL WELCOME!! TUESDAY THRU SATURDAY
9 P.M.-2 A.M. "DYNAMIC ENTERTAINMENT"

"WE HAD great pitching.
bu( we i-ouldn I get the
runs." he continued "We
got men on base, but we just
didn t hit at the right time
Mike Hale and Dan Hebel
both went the distance in the
twinbill at Kent and gave up
only II hits between them

SUMMER APARTMENT RENTAL

LADIES DRINK FOR HALF PRICE
HARVEY WALLBANGER SPECIAL

pretty well Things didn't
tKHinceour way

Tracksters finish relays

Chippewas overrun injured BG women spikers
Bv Laurl Leach
Staff Writer

The Port Huron. Mich
native said he didn't expect
to beat Lamerato
"I went in to the match
expecting to lose." he said
"He had everything to lose
and I wasn't as tight as him
The pressure was greater on
him "
In addition. Johnson said
he wasn't exhausted after
the three-set match with
Lamerato and a three set
loss to Western's first
doubles team
Concerning
the
match
with the MAC'S two-time
first-singles
runner-up
Danniels. Johnson said. "I
did the best I could I played
well, but he played better

BG diamondmen drop three

Falcon firsf-tingl«s natter GUnn Johnson «y«t a return of

Upsof

many of the Falcon netters.
it was another step closer to
high
seedings
for
next
month's MAC championships at Kalamazoo. Mich

E. WOOSTER ST.
across from the football stadium

